Visual Music: Searching for an Aesthetic

Tom DeWitt

Abstract—If the nonverbal and emotionally evocative aesthetic of music is to be extended to visual art, we must examine the psychology of sight and the intuitive uses of this psychology by visual artists. The structure of the eye, the nerve connections between the eye and the brain, and the visual cortex can give us clues as to how human perception is uniquely sensitive. These sensitivities, amplified through the self-expression of artists, can induce emotional responses that are more related to the form of the expression than to the content of the imagery. Works by the author and by other artists who influenced him are used to illustrate these points.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the nineteenth century, Helmholtz [1] studied the relationship between musical harmony and the human perceptual apparatus. His discoveries can guide an investigation into the relationship between music and visual art, not because he uncovered a direct correlation, but because his method of analysis can be used to find one. In a key finding, Helmholtz concluded that we appreciate the geometric progression in sound frequencies because our ears seem to produce these overtones even in the absence of their physical presence. In other words, we enjoy the art born from the subtle manipulation of our aural psychology.

If we apply this methodology to sight, it is reasonable to suggest that the eye has intrinsic physical properties that point toward an aesthetic. The centric structure of the retina with its logarithmic density of sensor cells radiating from the fovia, the cone and rod retinal cells that are sensitive respectively to color and monochrome, the crossing of left/right eye neurons in the optic nerve chiasma, and the processing of the visual cortex itself are all unique psychological phenomena that must be examined.

II. VISUAL HARMONY

Interesting work has been pursued by Chaikin and Schwartz at the New York University Brain Research Lab, showing how visual processing might work [2, 3]. Noting that cells in the eye and brain are distributed in a polar coordinate system, as opposed to the Cartesian coordinates that usually are used in computational geometry, they postulated that our visual apparatus simplifies some image processing problems, particularly geometric rotation. Their model of visual perception and cognition seems to be related to an aesthetic that I developed independently in my art.

In 1974 I produced a work called Philharmonia [4], which was based on the logarithmic spiral. It was realized using an audio synthesizer to draw pictures. If a sine and its cosine wave form are displayed on an oscilloscope as the vertical and horizontal inputs, a circle or oval will be produced. If these wave forms are amplitude modulated by wave forms at frequencies higher than the sine wave frequency, the circle is pinched into a shape like a flower or a rose window. The petals move dynamically but are stable when the modulating frequency is at integral multiples of the sine wave frequency. The pattern in the petal leaves is determined by the timbral qualities (wave shape) of the modulating wave form. An image made by this technique is shown in Fig. 1. Since the process was realized with an audio synthesizer, I was able to record a sound track simultaneously.

My endeavors in this area were by no means the first. Probably the most impressive formal body of work of this type was realized by the Whitney brothers, James and John Sr. I had been influenced by these artists at the beginning of my filmmaking career, and in 1965 I approached John seeking an apprenticeship. He declined my request but did...
share his teaching with the entire world by publishing a treatise on the subject, *Digital Harmony* [5], in which he described his simple and effective algorithms for producing a pleasing time variant image by modulating spirals. These can be described as digital computer programs, providing a much-needed notation for the emerging visual music art form.

In my efforts to notate, I resorted to conventional musical practices, a linear strip of notes on paper. I used graph paper and a form of notation explored in this century by such artists as Villa-Lobos and Gershwini—skyline notation. The choice was premised on an automated score reader I was developing. The notated graph paper was placed on registration pins, much like those used in cell animation, and a video camera converted it to an electronic signal. An electronic circuit reduced the video image to a set of timed pulses which corresponded to the position of each note on each line, and this could be read by a small computer.

My idea was to liberate the artist from the electronic music studio by allowing notation at the piano or simply from memory, just as composers score for orchestras. I started to develop the machine to read scores in 1976, when electronic music equipment was only slightly more accessible to composers than professional orchestras. By the time the work was published in 1981 [6], the modest price of home computer systems had provided composers with accessible tools for composition. Digital music synthesizers with piano keyboards have since become ubiquitous.

My notation for visual harmony presumed that a composition was to be constructed from a fixed vocabulary of visual notes, much like the diatonic scale. John Whitney affirms this assumption of mine. In a manner remarkably similar to aural harmony, logarithmic spirals have stable structures only at fixed intervals of frequency. If a piano keyboard is used for a musical performance, the physical size of two hands is imposed on the composition. I propose that we construct cluster keyboards based on that more recently evolved digital interface, the typewriter. With a two-dimensional keyboard, virtually any 10 notes could be played simultaneously.

When computers are used to make visual or aural music, they can be programmed to create a polyphony from a single command. Consider the implementation of a graphic mouse by Laurie Spiegel [7]. In her computer-based instrument, the two-dimensional position of the graphic screen cursor, as controlled by a mouse or trackball, triggers the production of chordal structures. I have proposed a similar performance controller based on my tracking system, Pantomation. In this system, the three-dimensional movement of a conductor’s baton is interpreted by a music program as an interactive control for changes in the music [8].

### III. COLOR

Universal agreement on a color aesthetic has not yet been reached, nor is there a set of rules correlating music tones and visual colors. This contrasts with Western music theory, which long ago settled on a set of aural frequencies, suggestively named the chromatic scale, upon which generations of composers have built aesthetic architecture. John Whitney reflects on this difficult problem of achieving a formalism for color when he writes:

> I confess my own puzzlement despite nearly forty years of color filmmaking . . . . One propounds theories for the use and effect of color; I make a new plan with each film. Rarely have the best ideas lived up to expectations [9].

However, on the simplest level, one can consider the important threshold between monochrome (black/white) and color. I found this transition to trigger a psychological release with emotional connotations. In my first film, *AtmosFear* [10], I used a time dissolve from a city skyline in color to a high-contrast monochrome image of identical composition which establishes a day-to-night feeling. This is followed by colored abstractions superimposed above the skyline, leading to jazzy city neon night scenes. The film ends with a dramatic voyage along railroad tracks, the movement of the track ties made more stark by the high-contrast, black-and-white film stock used to record the image.

The superimposition of a color pattern over a black-and-white pattern places the color pattern in sharper relief. In *Koan* [11], richly saturated flesh tones in the foreground image are juxtaposed over muted backgrounds (Color Plate No. 1). The eye sees the muted background as distant and remote. Yet the background motif was actually derived by electronically tracking the movement of the foreground subject, a couple clapping hands. Technically speaking, the background in this image is an integral part of the foreground image, but the use of a muted color scheme for the background resulted in a clear sense of separation between the hands in the foreground and the sky-like background their movement created.

Perhaps because the monochrome retinal neurons, called rods, are more sensitive to light than the color-sensitive cones are, the transition from black and white to color can produce the sensation of awakening. As our level of visual perception grows in increased amplitudes of light, visual perception changes from black and white to color. My film, *The Leap* [12], pivots on this monochrome to color transition, in that the moment of denouement—a leap from confusion to enlightenment—is accompanied by the introduction of color into the motif. The reverse transition from color to black and white leaves a feeling of release into twilight. I suggested this to Dean Winkler when he was producing *First Experiment with Bryon's Solids* [13], and the effect can be observed in his tape’s finale: intensely colored geometric objects transform to black and white before they fade out completely.

Another interesting psychological effect of black and white seems to be its association with the factual as opposed to the emotional. Our emotions are often described as colors, e.g. green with envy, blue with heartbreak, red with anger. Newspapers and journals, by way of contrast, fulfill their primary roles without the use of color. We speak of the facts in black and white. In my film, *Fall* [14], I represented the impersonal face of the machines of war in black and white. These images were then processed into colors of fire to portray their emotional connotations. In my videotape, *This Is TV—America* [15], a commentator is recorded in color in front of a sequence of television commercials shown in black and white. The black and white is a foil for the commentator’s skin tones, but more importantly, the black-and-white presentation of the once-glossy color.
commercial makes them easier to view with objective detachment—the goal of the spoken commentary.

**IV. THE DEPTH DIMENSION**

It was not long ago in musical history that the stereo revolution swept a new wave of audiophile instruments into the mass market. Visual stereo also enjoyed a moment of commercialization in the early 1950s, but public interest proved ephemeral. However, one should remember that the genre in which stereo visualizations were used during this period was almost exclusively the genre of those dark melodramas, horror films. Such a base exploitation cannot be considered a definitive test of aesthetic merit, although we can conclude that the stereo effect, which involves, in part, the joining of the optic nerves at the chiasma, has the power to excite the psyche. It is my personal contention that three-dimensional projection of moving images will return to the forefront of cinema art with the emergence of visual music.

One of the leaders in this field, Vibeke Sorensen, has been producing three-dimensional computer graphics since 1975. She has been perfecting the stereo representation of solid objects through a series of gallery installations, e.g. *Micro Fishe* [16]. I drew much inspiration from my association with Sorensen while participating in the film *Hot Wax* [17]. I converted some still frames from this piece into parallax barrier stereograms, a form of stereo-pair photograph that can be viewed without wearing special glasses [18]. Recently I demonstrated that this technique can be applied to make flat panel computer graphics displays, such as plasma panels, into goggleless three-dimensional displays. Such displays could be combined with my Pantomation system, mentioned above as a controller for music, to detect the position in three-dimensional space of a movable stylus. This allows an artist to draw in three dimensions. Further experimentation has resulted in my invention of a monocular rangefinder that can be used to acquire the surface coordinates of solid objects [19].

Like Sorensen, I have produced a series of still images for viewing with stereoscopic viewers. What motivates my work is the concept of extending the colors, textures, and sensibilities of Impressionist painting into the three-dimensional realm. Although much of twentieth-century visual art has created flat representations of three-dimensional space [20], I have developed computer programs that convert two-dimensional images into stereo-pair renderings of three-dimensional images. This technique uses the grey tones of an image as a code for depth information. The concept is borrowed from topographical mapping, but it can be generalized for most surfaces. Fig. 2 shows a grey scale encoded landscape. Fig. 3 shows its stereo rendering.

---

**Fig. 2.** A computer-generated topographical view of a synthetic landscape. The image contains enough information for three-dimensional rendering. The horizontal and vertical dimensions are the plane of the photograph, and the third dimension is encoded as levels of grey.

---

**Fig. 3.** The stereo rendering of the same landscape. The image is viewed through special glasses to perceive the depth information encoded in the greyscale.
In discussing how the psychology of perception might imply a visual aesthetic similar to music, I began with characteristics of the eye and progressed to the stereo effect of the optic nerve linking the eye and brain. But what aesthetic grows uniquely from the processing of visual images in the brain? Clearly this question will raise many more questions, because the working of the brain is not fully understood. Consider, therefore, an entry level question: How fast do we think? Peter Mark Roget observed in the early nineteenth century that a sequence of static images appears to be joined together if presented at rates above 12 frames per second. This psychological phenomenon is the basis for motion picture techniques. With the advent of moving pictures, the time dimension was introduced into a visual art, and it was here that artists became creative in cinema, cutting the film.

The persistence of vision closely matches our aural perception, that is, discrete sound events become continuous tones at about 20 cycles per second. Like the reduction of a score into beats and measures, films are made of frames and shots. The film medium invites artists to become visual musicians, dividing up time according to a sense of change. Hence, one aesthetic that music can teach visual artists is that of tempo.

In my work with light shows in the sixties, I began to make film loops. Made for frenetic visual artists is that of tempo. Hence, one aesthetic that music can teach visual artists is that of tempo. Clearly this question will raise many more questions, because the working of the brain is not fully understood. Consider, therefore, an entry level question: How fast do we think? Peter Mark Roget observed in the early nineteenth century that a sequence of static images appears to be joined together if presented at rates above 12 frames per second. This psychological phenomenon is the basis for motion picture techniques. With the advent of moving pictures, the time dimension was introduced into a visual art, and it was here that artists became creative in cinema, cutting the film.

The persistence of vision closely matches our aural perception, that is, discrete sound events become continuous tones at about 20 cycles per second. Like the reduction of a score into beats and measures, films are made of frames and shots. The film medium invites artists to become visual musicians, dividing up time according to a sense of change. Hence, one aesthetic that music can teach visual artists is that of tempo.

In my work with light shows in the sixties, I began to make film loops. Made for frenetic rock and roll music, the loops included a library of flicker frames, alternating clear and opaque frames at frequencies of 12 to 2 flashes per second. During performance, the rhythm loops would be bipacked in the projector with loops of motion images. This work eventuated in Off On [21], a film built from these loops (Fig. 4). Similarly, at the finale of Fall, I developed a sequence with the working title “Inevitable Rhythms” made from loops with interwoven rapid and repetitive cuts. Sometimes I have been asked to warn audiences of the danger this film could pose for epileptics, a warning based on their occasional seizures at rock concerts or in stroboscopic light. The seizures seem to be induced by stimuli occurring at a rate close to the speed of thought.

Although formalisms for tempo in musical theory have been challenged recently [22], it is instructive for visual artists to study the traditional structures upon which most music is based. I assume that moving pictures can have tempi ranging from largo to presto, just as music does. Often we see exciting scenes that are rapidly cut and lyrical scenes that are structured on shots of relatively long duration. To produce moving pictures on a par with music, it might be advisable to continue this formalism further, so that the exact duration of time between cuts would be based on a set beat frequency either subdivided by rational fractions or lengthened by integral multiples. Certainly, music has shown that this simple scheme appeals to an innate rhythmic sensibility in our psychology.

In Off On, The Leap, Fall, Philharmonia and The Rhythm Machine [23], among other pieces, rhythms were established not solely by cutting between disparate scenes but by more subtle changes within an image during a given shot. Loosely phrased, the geometry was jumpy. If one imagines the total image to be a kind of visual orchestra, the percussive beat-keeping was made by a stroboscopic emphasis of image subelements. In this way, I was able gradually to develop a visual idea, something akin to a musical melody, while sustaining immediate drama through rhythmic structure.

Rhythm can be sensed visually by discrete spatial changes in the viewing plane. Our visual perception is keyed to moving objects. They call special attention to themselves in the context of otherwise static imagery. This sensitivity to movement is another characteristic of visual psychology that has been important in developing a visual music aesthetic. Autonomous rapid eye movements, called saccades by psychologists, are an indication of mental activity. The brain is constantly commanding change in its visual sensory input. The eyes and head are repositioned to lend animation to static objects. A visual artist working in motion media such as film can provide the movement deliberately for the sake of expressing feeling. Rapid movement might provide excitement; slow movement might induce a more languid feeling.

In my films, deliberate control of movement is a primary concern. In AtmosFear, for example, a zoom carries the viewer through a tunnel to a dirty city street. The movement is slow, deliberate, and irresistible. The viewer is deposited in a scene by a kind of irreversible force.
This contrasts with the light headed circular pans of the Brooklyn Bridge which might have been inspired by a view of the world from a child's swing. At the conclusion of the film, the eye is taken on a rapid course along elevated subway tracks. The intention was to end on a note of visual excitement.

This is not to say that the mind always focuses on a moving object. If a background shifts rapidly while a foreground remains static, the mind tends to cling to the static foreground image. We can establish the feeling of rising or falling by showing an object in a fixed position against a background that moves down or up. Such feelings are akin to musical sensations; they have a universal nonverbal meaning. Much of the second half of Fall shows a skydiver descending against synthetic patterns that move upwards. Being the focus of the imagery, the parachutist never leaves the frame. However, the ascending patterns emphasize the sense of descent. Our brains have an instinctive emotional response to the visualization of falling, which was suitable for my composition devoted to the fall of Icarus.

VI. SYMMETRY

One of the most common intellectual constructs is polar duality, the symmetry of opposites. In living nature, bilateral symmetry is found everywhere, from mirror image sub-microscopic molecules to the macro-structures of organisms. The eyes, the optic nerves and the brain itself are structured according to bilateral symmetry. Following the logic of this investigation, the aesthetics of symmetry are suggested by these biological systems. Mirror-image symmetry, that is, symmetry along a vertical axis, is uniquely visual, because it is the most prevalent. We see it in our bodies, and we may well feel it in our brains.

The hypnotic effect of symmetrical images was introduced to me by Scott Bartlett, who developed the second half of Off On by using symmetrical image printing techniques. The section was very successful aesthetically and left a deep impression on me [24]. However, I felt that the quadrilateral symmetry used in some shots was less striking, more mechanical and compulsive in feeling than the technically less complex bilateral mirror image symmetries in other sequences.

I first used symmetry in my project, The Leap (1969). A dancer moves in front of a barrier. As originally filmed, the dancer moved constantly to the left, tracked by a camera pan. When the image was printed superimposed over its mirror symmetry, a tension was created, focused on the middle of the frame (Fig. 5). To my eye, the dancer could not 'escape' the image frame, but each movement tightened the focus on a visual enclosure. In the symmetrical image, the dancer was always reaching toward the center of the frame, counterposed against himself. The image worked well in a visual poem that dealt with the dilemma of being trapped in an externally imposed definition of one's own personality.

In The Leap I used symmetry thematically, but symmetry also has a purely decorative effect, most clearly seen in another collaborative venture, Calypso Cameo [25], which was based on a process called 'dynamarhythmic symmetry' [26]. Rather than strictly bilateral, these symmetries are created by rotating geometric primitives around a center axis. The effect is similar to Whitney's visual harmonies, but the technical description is quite different. These symmetries are formed by the relationship of the ratios between the sides of a two-dimensional geometric object and the angle of rotation. In the case of the perfect rectangle, the rotation describes a series of rectangles of decreasing size, each with the same ratio between the sides. In fact, it was this relationship that the Pythagoreans used to describe the square root of the number 2.

At the time of this writing I am using bilateral symmetry in visual music performance. The Pantomation system, described above, is used to control a laser projector. The movement of the artist is projected in bilateral symmetry, so each movement appears as a symmetrical pattern. I have used the effect both for abstract sequences and to draw representational images such as faces, birds, and butterflies.

VII. THRESHOLD BORDERS-DRAWING

Artists often begin a painting by drawing outlines of areas they plan to fill in later with detailed brushwork. In keeping with the methodology of this inquiry into the development of a visual aesthetic, we must make special note of how artists pursue the development of their arts. If visual artists use outline drawing as a method of organizing images, we must consider the aesthetic implied by such draughtsmanship. Additionally, we note recent studies in psychology which have indicated that the brain processes visual imagery by perceiving thresholds of change in image intensity [27]. These thresholds are the

---

Fig. 4. Frame from Off On, film, 1967. A sequence of 10 frames indicating a rhythmic structure of 3 x 3, 2 x 2. This rhythm is accentuated by alternating negative and positive polarities.

Fig. 5. Frame from The Leap, film, 1969. The bilateral symmetry of a dancer and his environment force the eye to the image center, reinforcing a thematic motif, imprisonment. The sequence of images gives some impression of the movement.
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outline edges of solid image areas. Outline information can be extracted from photographs by electronic or photographic processes. We can express what we see by extracting outline information from scenes of complex shading.

My first use of outlines came in AtmosFear, where I used both the Sabatier solarization effect [28] and off-register printing of negative and positive images. Almost a decade after this work, I was using an electronic outline generator, particularly for my pantomime piece, War Mime [29], in which an image is echoed for many iterations, each echo represented by an additional outline. The effect is related to that achieved by McLaren in Pas de Deux [30], although his outlines were achieved simply through lighting. In Just a Day in the Life of...[31], I used the outline generator to show an out-of-body experience, as the reclining figure falls through its outline (Fig. 6). One can see literally from this image how an outline ‘falls’ out from an image with solid shading.

I appreciate the efficiency of outlines, because in computer graphics the amount of memory required to store an image is often a limiting factor. My Pantomation system reduces complex scenes to a few key points forming an outline in space. One can draw with it as one would with a pencil. The efficiency of outline generation permitted me to store images in a microcomputer without taxing either its memory or processing power [32, 33]. Some of my work today is focused on algorithms for converting raster-scanned images such as television into a simplified vector format for display with a laser projector. The type of laser projector I use is capable only of making outline drawings [34].

FIG. 6. Frame from Just a Day in the Life of..., videotape, 1975. The outline of a mime literally shows how edge information ‘falls out’ from shaded solid fields. The simplified outline, like the clown-white face of the mime, is elegant in its simplicity.

VIII. BOUNDED AREAS—PAINTING

Once an image is sketched in outline, it may be completed by filling the outlined areas with solid color. This procedure is common as a painting technique. Are there related aesthetic considerations? The brain is capable of recognizing images that are partially blocked or occluded from view by opaque foreground objects. Contrast this visual mechanism with hearing. The ear may be exposed to the summation of many simultaneous sounds, but the brain extracts coherent information from subsets of the total sound environment. This is a process of subtracting from our immediate awareness unwanted elements of a complex audio waveform. However, when the eye sees an occluded object, the brain fills in the missing elements, completing the process of recognition by adding pieces.
Such a powerful mental mechanism is surely a springboard for aesthetic discovery. The process bears a similarity to painting, that is, filling in contiguously bounded areas with solid imagery. The painter decides what portion of an occluded image to reveal. The decision may be made to facilitate the viewer's mental reconstruction of a blocked object or to tease the viewer with a hint of something missing.

The simplest form of creative judgement in creating bounded areas is the cropping or framing of an image. Here the artist imposes a limit on the field of view within the artwork. For the filmmaker or video artist, this frame is fixed by convention. However, the motion media such as film and video offer the artist a new horizon, the ability to change the parameters of interior occlusions as a function of time.

The creative team of WTV (Dean Winkler, Tom DeWitt and Vibeke Sorensen) explored the aesthetics of motion painting by investigating techniques that reproduce the aesthetics of two types of painting: watercolors and matte knife oil painting. In Aquarelles [35], bounded areas were sortened electronically and the colors within the bounded areas were allowed to flow into nearby spaces (Fig. 7). Moreover, the colors within a bounded area were dynamically mixed over time by recursive feedback through a digital frame buffer. The effect made the colors run together, as if in a water medium. The videotape Koan followed a different procedure. Here bounded areas were sharply divided, as if cut by a matte knife (Color Plate No. 1). The most recently created image appears in the foreground and occludes the remnants of previous frames which have been accumulated in a digital frame buffer.

The key to much of this work is called exactly that: keying. The term is used in video to describe a process by which images are electronically combined. In graphic art and modern pictures, the term commonly used for this technique is matting. The artist creates a composite image by overlaying discrete images. The sensibility of the artist determines where to place images so that occluded background objects will be sensed in their entirety. The matte or key determines where these occlusions will occur and the transparency of the foreground image.

As my work progressed into threedimensional representation of solid objects, I encountered a related graphic device, hidden line removal. In threedimensional space, occlusions are implied by the distance of an object from the viewer. Objects closest to the eye occlude all others further back along each line of sight. Although this may seem intuitively obvious, the computer programming required to achieve the effect is not. A substantial effort is now underway to achieve efficient methods for hidden line removal.
removal in computer-generated graphics. Perhaps such research can be said to confirm that the development of the visual arts is motivated by the unique characteristics of the psychology of perception.

IX. CONCLUSION

A new art form, visual music, is emerging. Its aesthetic can be deduced partially by examining key features of human visual perception: the structure of the eye, the nerve pathways from the eye to the visual cortex, and functional characteristics of the brain. The precursors to visual music are traditional music and visual art, and their aesthetics are quite relevant in instructing the infant art form. The artists working in visual music are guided by an intuitive grasp of how certain images can directly induce emotional responses. The natural genius of such creators must be respected as an indicator for directions to be taken by the art. This is an exciting era, for we are witnessing the birth of a branch in the cultural tree. If the importance of aural music is any indication, visual music may become a major vehicle for artistic self-expression.
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